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1 - He who koops last koops best

The New Super Mario Bros.!by ShadowLink_350Ch. 1 He who koops last koops bestOne peaceful day,
Mario and Luigi were enjoying a peaceful day walking through the Mushroom Kingdom's grassy fields.
All goes well, until you know who spoils everything...Mario: Isn't this the life Luigi? There's no other place
like the Mushroom Kingdom! The fresh air. The great scenery. Luxury is what I call it.Luigi: This
"luxurious" life you speak of Mario, would be more fufilling if Bowser or any of his koopa kids weren't
causing trouble. Not to mention the princess theft almost everyday!Mario: Relax Luigi. The princess gots
the best security guards in the kingdom.Luigi: Who?Mario: Us of course! Huh?.... Luigi.... Take a look at
that. (*points towards 3 koopas cheering)Koopa #1: I'm sure glad that King Koopa's got his wish!Koopa
#2: I feel like a new koopa! The drinks are on me!Koopa #3: Hooray!!!The 3 koopas walk right in front of
Mario and Luigi unknowingly.All 3 Koopas: Ahhaa! It's the M-m-marios!They start to runKoopa #1: Wait a
minute! Why should we be afraid of the Marios? The Mushroom Kingdom's under new rules now.Koopa
2 and 3: Hey! He's right!Luigi: Under new rule!Koopa #1: That's right! Now Bowser gets to make the
rules! Finally, I can be more that just his footstool!Mario: Oh no! He must have the princess!Out of
nowhere, this big blimp hovers high above the sky. To the Mario bros.' surprise, It's their arch foe,
Bowser!Bowser: (clears throat) Good morning my fan from below! I now pronounce the kingdom to be
under new rule of me by orders of Princess Peach herself!Citizens: Gasp!Luigi: Why would the princess
do such a thing!Mario: That's just it. Think about it... This is Bowser were listening to! Like the Princess
would let him rule.Surprisingly, Bowser gives Princess Peach the microphone.Link: It's the princess
Mario!Everyone: Gasp!Peach: (sigh) As of today, The Mushroom Kingdom will be under rule of Bowser
Koopa. The deed to the kingdom will be signed for my last approval 5 days from now.Koopa Kids: Heh
heh hee!Bowser: Get ready to adjust folks. There's gonna be some new changes around here!Mario: I
don't believe it.....End of Part A
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